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Minecraft hypixel skyblock spreadsheet

Don't be ashamed! If you have any comment, suggestion, question or anything wrong, please feel free to comment directly on this sheet, I am all open to constructive critizism! View source comments Sharing This page contains a list of unofficial sites along with useful official sites that can help you hone your gameplay and improve your SkyBlock experience. Official list sites
Unofficial sites List Useful Forums Sections This table includes all useful links to the various Skyblock-related sections of the forum, as well as sending error reports. See Also community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Comments in English view The Blacksmith NPC New Reforging GUI (v0.7.11) Reforging is a mechanic that allows the player to
add additional statistics on weapons and armor, similar to bewthing. However, the element can only have one replanting. This is quite useful for all gear levels, since the reshapes provide greater statistics increases the higher rarity is an element. Currently, the highest reformable rarity is mythical, and the lowest rarity is common. 2 unique rarities are special and very special. To
restore an item, go to the Blacksmith and interact with them to display the remission menu. The player can then apply Reforge statistics on weapons, accessories or armor at a price. From SkyBlock patch v0.7.11, players can now recover the entire bag of accessories at once for an update of 0.7.11 discount SkyBlock. To restore the accessory bag, interact with Blacksmith's NPC,
then click accessory Bag Reforging at the bottom of the GUI. Then click on the anvil to restore the whole bag. The return is arbitrary and players will know that Reforge is only given after Reforge has been paid. The cost of re-sputum will be numb to rarity of the item. A feature called advanced re-shaping has also been added to the SkyBlock v0.7.11 patch. Players can reopen the
GUI by interacting with Malik or using Reforge Anvil on the player's private island. This feature allows players to apply Reforge Stones to their products to get the corresponding reformatts on them. When weapons or armor are upgraded, reforms are usually maintained. However, if the accessory is updated (such as renovating a feather mascot into a feather ring or a sea creature
mascot in a sea creature ring), the item's Reforge will be lost. The only exceptions to this rule are the Ring of Love, the campfire badge, the personal compactor, and the Zupaka Crest, where their upgrade will allow them to retain their reimages. In this way, it is recommended to these three accessories at their lowest rarity to minimise costs. Prices The first Reforge player is
available for 10 coal, but any subsequent Reforges will cost a player Coins based on rarity of the item. Prices are as follows: Notes: In the first week of the processing processing between the old system and the new system. The discount is to remove the 0.9.8 update. Melee Weapon Reforges These are reforges that are applicable to melee weapons such as swords and fishing
rods. Unique Reforza Swords can only be applied to swords through the Reforge Stones. They can not be obtained by normal re-sputum. Unique fishing rod Reforges These regrove works can only be applied to fishing lines, and can not be obtained by normal re-feeding. Tennessee guns that are applicable to guns, such as Bows. The unique range of weapons can only be applied
to bows through the Stones and cannot be obtained through normal resettlement. Armor is embracing These are reforms that apply to every bumper. Unique reforges armor These regressors can only be applied to bumper pieces through the Reforge Stones. They can not be obtained by normal re-sputum. Dragon Armor and other prefixes In addition to the Reforges mentioned
above, some bumpers share a name with certain Reforges. To avoid repetitions (Wise Wise Dragon Armor), they use a different prefix. They still have the same bonuses. Accessories Reforges These are reforges, which are applicable only to accessories (charms, rings, artifacts). Unique Reforges Accessories These reforges can only be applied to accessories through Reforge
Stones. They can not be obtained by normal re-sputum. Reforges tool These are Reforges that are only applicable to Tools (such as Pickaxes) using Reforge Stones. Reforge Stones Main Article: Reforge Stones Reforge Stones are items that can be applied to armor, weapons, tools or accessories by talking to Malik the blacksmith or using Reforge Anvil. They can be obtained by
various means, such as mining, Dungeon Post-Boss chests or a drop of crowds. Recommended Reforges and Combinations From dungeons' new update, Hypixel adds more hugs and the new system so players can adjust the best shapes for their roles in dungeons, and players won't just get an unchanging set of all godly armor, spicy weapons and itchy accessories. Because of
the new update, the recommendations may change. This list excludes reforge stones, which are usually better. (EXAMPLES AND EXPERIENCES FOR NECESSARY COMBINATIONS, PLEASE ADD) Recommended reforge (with reforge stones) Recommended Reforge for: Statistics for increasing Reforge armor health and protection Perfect intelligence Necrotic, loving* damage
and Crit chance clean/sperce/famous accessories and Crit damage and Crit damage overshadow crit damage silky bonus attack Speed and Crit damage bows strength (rp bow) Great damage Quick damage and Crit chance spiritual crit chance random, awkward ** swords damage Spiys damage Spiy Distorted (AotE only), Gilded ****** Crit chance Strange, sharp, legendary
******** Intelligent hero bonus attack speed Quick notes * Generally necrotizing is a better extent than loving as it provides more intelligence; however, since the second use of intelligence is the ability to damage scaling, Loving is not a bad choice to put on the chest plate, as it increases damage capability by 10%. ** Overall it's the best. However, in rare situations where the
trading power for crit damage actually gives more damage, Strong is a better choice of Epic and Legendary as it not only trades 7 force for 8 crit damage, as opposed to kolki/Hurtful 7 crit damage to legendary mascots, but also provides additional protection 3. Also, the reason Hurtful is in this chart is that hurtful's statistics on Epic and Legendary Accessories are the same as the
silk ones. See the notes above **** Strange is best on unusual and epic, while Bloody is good at the rest. The only boost attack speed reforge for ordinary accessories is Bloody. The reason why itching is not here is because Bloody is a better version of itchy. Hasty provides the most crit chance, but bows are hardly considered a choice unless in a late match (where players will
most likely have an 80% crit chance with the bumper). Players usually use epic/legendary bows, and a 30%-50% chance boost is considered overkill. Lethal is better than awkward, since the 3% crit random difference really is not comparable to the loss of 50 intelligence and 20 damage to criticism, so choose Lethal if a person really doesn't have about a 20% crit chance up to
100% or so. In general, it is better; However, it is better to sword Midas' due to the significant increase in statistics. However, Fabled will have a chance to do more damage to Midas due to the Fabled bonus. On average, less than superior. Watch Fabled AOTD's Cookie No Rookie video against P.Gilles, Midas for reference. Sharp is clearly better than Odd, since the 5% crit case
difference really is not comparable to the loss of 50 intelligence and 45 crit damage. However, if a person only needs a 15% chance of criticism, the legendary is better. Reforge update update changes Revamped Reforge Tables Trivia This mechanic can be a reference to Terraria as the game has similar reforging mechanics and names. A full list can be viewed here. Since the
v0.7.11 update, all hugs have an equal chance of rolling. Custom prefixes apply only to armor, so it is possible to get Shiny Shiny Yellow Rock. Hypixel added new regatta to the dungeon update that are unlocked through the Mining Skill, the highest unlocked in Mining XXX. Before 0.8, the only re-innovation that had its statistical in a different color, instead of gray, was Godly, and
his statistics are Red. Now, all the transforms are colored blue. References History Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless Noted. Dino, Toko, hi! MurdleMuffin and I have been working hard for many months to bring you this spreadsheet. We know Megit made such a list. However, it is quite public that it is not updated, and will not be for the foreseeable future.
Access him! I'm tired of receiving edit requests for my spreadsheet. I don't mind helping you if you have a good reason, but if not. I'm not going to do this. If you make a request, such as a request for the document or somewhere else, please add a reason. If you have no reason, I will not respond to your request. Also, most likely I will not accept printing as a reason, it just sounds
like an excuse to me. This is version 1.3 of the sheet! The update is called Reforges, a building, and events It has new elements of the mayor, such as mythological ritual, fishing festival, mining month, and darker auctions. There is also the new Information about cities, as well as the new cosmetics. See! What will I find in this spreadsheet? We can answer that! You'll find
everything from external connections, weapons and their upgrades, accessories, bumpers, pets, tools, vendors and much more! See the Overview tab for a list of everything,Will this sheet be updated? To! I don't see us leaving the game for a while, so it's going to stay relevant for a while. How do we know if everything is valid? We take information directly from the game, as well as
other accurate sources, such as SkyBlock Wiki. Can I use the information for this sheet? To! The only thing we want is for you to connect us/credit.bg. Yes, we know that this is public information that is in the game, so in general we do not care what you do, as long as you do not create the entire sheet in the letter. Why was this sheet created? Let's help the community! We don't
do this for money (virtual or real) or fame. We want to do this to help the community! How can I help contribute to this? You sure can! Join our Discord or answers to this topic to fix things and/or give us ideas on what to add! What is the future of this spreadsheet? Dino-Pack is the answer: Obviously, I need to finish adding all the missing information. (Regus, Reford Stones and
Essence Store If I remember correctly) Of course, every time there's a new update, I'll update the spreadsheet right away. I'm still working on Minion Skill XP, but it will still take some time. There are 24 servants left to calculate. I hope that NPC will be added soon. Once I have time, you will also do the Monsters tab. If anyone has any ideas on how to add tips, dungeons Secrets,
or Starter Items section, let me know. Thank you, Dino Tokut and Disco - Last edited: Friday at 1:09 pm Alizardguy Woah fantasy blue spreadsheet tag tag Eter8 amazing, it's better than the older version, what's your plan for the future of the sheet? DinoPackYT what is your plan for the future of the sheet? I don't know. For now I'm debating adding fairy-tale souls and possibly
collections (if I'm bored enough to do that.) Yes, I've removed the collections, but I haven't deleted the tab, I just hid it. If I'm brave enough to try again, I haven't lost any progress. I hope to receive suggestions, especially anything that can be useful. I want to make the best resource for every SkyBlock user. (I can not use the API because I have no idea how to code , may try to
learn someday. ) OK, that's a long answer. Swap_MC The power of the first page... Pog BrauseMaschine I can not use the API because I have no idea how to code , can try and learn someday. ) You can use: =SORT(IMPORTHTML( In a cell (upper-left corner of a new tab that hides) and will record all bazaar prices. Then, in another cell where you want to have a price of one
product on the bazaar write: = VLOOKUP (Enter the product name here, Tab name where you did the first thing!$A$ 1:$B$208,2) This should be. Valid product IDs are all of those you can see in the left column in the section where you did the first thing. I hope this helped you. DinoPackYT You can use: = SORT (IMPORTHTML ( In a cell (upper left corner of a new tab that hides)
and this will record all bazaar prices. Then, in another cell where you want to have a price of one product on the bazaar write: = VLOOKUP (Enter the product name here, Tab name where you did the first thing!$A$ 1:$B$208,2) This should be. Valid product IDs are all of those you can see in the left column in the section where you did the first thing. I hope this helped you. Oh,
wow, thank you! I think I'll do a little more research on the features of Google Sheets in general. and thanks for the help here btw! DinoPackYT You can use: = SORT (IMPORTHTML ( In a cell (upper left corner of a new tab that hides) and this will record all bazaar prices. Then, in another cell where you want to have a price of one product on the bazaar write: = VLOOKUP (Enter
the product name here, Tab name where you did the first thing!$A$ 1:$B$208,2) This should be. Valid product IDs are all of those you can see in the left column in the section where you did the first thing. I hope this helped you. Thank you all. I did the Bazaar Prices tab, thanks to you! (I hope it works :/) Tarzelites are looking for xp boost from hawling cave DinoPackYT for get
away from XP boost from hall cave? Is that what I missed? I check out shaman nico's old trader again, thanks for bringing it to me Edit: Oh wow, I missed quite a bit Items. I'll make sure to add these immediately DinoPackYT update: I just finished the missing pet items page 2 Secrets of secrets on page 2 Do you remove the idea for the minion XP page? Did DinoPackYT remove
the idea for the minion XP page? I haven't forgotten, I'm still working on it a little bit, but it's a little slow, considering I don't have every pet. Again added the idea in the ideas section, sorry for removing it Last edited: June 15, 2020 DinoPackYT I thought I would mention, added the new summer cosmetics. TrickedMC looks incredibly sad I have no use for this as their already quite
late game DinoPackYT added potato mascot quick note: Family print is written wrong She says stealing family Nice spreadsheet! Altho you're the wrong bazaar DinoPackYT added a colossal upgrade accessory. Page 3 DinoPackYT I recently heard that people in the top 1000 in a potato collection have an item. Can anyone confirm that? If it's a mascot or a special item, I want to
add it to a spreadsheet. I recently heard that there's an object in the top 1,000 of the potato collection. Can anyone confirm that? If it's a mascot or a special item, I want to add it to a spreadsheet. I just looked around the internet. It's just an xD DinoPackYT trophy we added the Items tab at the dark auction. DinoPackYT Thanks to user Easy Italian for their help in this spreadsheet!
They wanted us to add our splash leaves to this list. Also, the Credits tab has added DinoPackYT Do not know if 0.7.11 has still released, but if there is, I do not add new items for an hour or so. I'm a little busy right now. Elements should be added by the end of the day tho. CroissantKingYT DinoPackYT well, I think I should mention this rn. I added a note to the section itself, but I'il
say it again here. I'll wait a few days to change the recovery tab to have the most accurate information. That's unless there's already a good source with accurate information. And as for other things, I'm working on trying to figure out everything that's been added, so take me here. I am currently developing the Dungeons Hub Racing Awards. If anyone knows (with proof) please
email me, or answer here I guess. And the new Fairy Souls also reward. I will work on adding things from 0.7.11 and 0.8 and make it a big update to this sheet. Champo, good job! I've been looking for something like this for a few days. Thank you! Page 4 DinoPackYT Update: I am a god to momosine, do not know the patch notes has a list of official statistics from each cutter. I'il
add these. DinoPackYT Update: I'm a god to hang idiot, do not know the patch notes has a list of official statistics from each reenact. I'il add these. Update 2 because to hit this topic: It will be some time until I'm ready with the whole thing, it takes some time DinoPackYT Update time: I'm a god to maiden idiot, do not know the patch notes had a list of official statistics from everyone
I'il add these. Update 2, because I want to hit this thread: It will be some time until it ends with the whole thing, it takes some time 3 l (also boom): Well, I finished all the reformulations other than reforge Stones. If you know the distorted statistics of any rarity, known for legendary or mythical, Silky for every rarity except Wicked, and everything else I miss. (You can check the
spreadsheet to see what I don't have.) (people who play AHN will be helpful especially, thanks!) Also make the Reforge Stone tab ( again, if anyone can help with what I'm missing, it will be appreciated) added 3 new charms and the new Quest. If anyone can think of anything I've missed, please let me know. Mr_Nobody1166 Hello! Me and MurdleMuffin have been working hard
for many months to bring you this spreadsheet. We know Megit made such a list. However, it is quite public that it is not updated, and will not be for the foreseeable future. Access him! This is version 1.1 of the sheet! The update is called Cosmetics and Menus! Why did I give him a name? There's no sign. What will I find in this spreadsheet? We can answer that! You'll find
everything from external connections, weapons and their upgrades, accessories, bumpers, pets, tools, vendors and much more! See the Overview tab for a list of everything,Will this sheet be updated? To! I don't see us leaving the game for a while, so it's going to stay relevant for a while. How do we know if everything is valid? We take information directly from the game, as well as
other accurate sources, such as SkyBlock Wiki. Can I use the information for this sheet? To! The only thing we want is for you to connect us/credit.bg. Yes, we know that this is public information that is in the game, so in general we do not care what you do, as long as you do not create the entire sheet in the letter. Why was this sheet created? Let's help the community! We don't
do this for money (virtual or real) or fame. We want to do this to help the community! How can I help contribute to this? You sure can! Join our Discord or answers to this topic to fix things and/or give us ideas on what to add! NOTE: We have no plans to add fairy souls or collections anytime soon. - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, what's the
future of this spreadsheet? Dino-Pack answer: I don't know. For now I'm debating adding fairy-tale souls and possibly collections (if I'm bored enough to do that.) Yes, I've removed the collections, but I haven't deleted the tab, I just hid it. If I'm brave enough to try again, I haven't lost Progress. I hope to receive suggestions, especially anything that can be useful. I want to make the
best resource for every SkyBlock user. (I can't use the API I have no idea how to code, maybe try to learn someday. ) Murdoch's answer: I have no idea. Thank you, Dino Tokut and MurdleMfin. Contention - thanks to all of you who have contributed to this! That's amazing!! Then s. The account can not bring me the data. She says: Can not bring url: DinoPackYT Im will just hit this
rn DinoPackYT Sorry for the trouble, but the bazaar tab still gets an error ... and it's exactly the same as before. I don't know why... Yes, I just suck this NGL XD Ill look again at it, it's not a problem EDIT: Looks good for me now nikich700 Hello! Me and MurdleMuffin have been working hard for many months to bring you this spreadsheet. We know Megit made such a list. However,
it is quite public that it is not updated, and will not be for the foreseeable future. Access him! This is version 1.1 of the sheet! The update is called Cosmetics and Menus! Why did I give him a name? There's no sign. What will I find in this spreadsheet? We can answer that! You'll find everything from external connections, weapons and their upgrades, accessories, bumpers, pets,
tools, vendors and much more! See the Overview tab for a list of everything,Will this sheet be updated? To! I don't see us leaving the game for a while, so it's going to stay relevant for a while. How do we know if everything is valid? We take information directly from the game, as well as other accurate sources, such as SkyBlock Wiki. Can I use the information for this sheet? To!
The only thing we want is for you to connect us/credit.bg. Yes, we know that this is public information that is in the game, so in general we do not care what you do, as long as you do not create the entire sheet in the letter. Why was this sheet created? Let's help the community! We don't do this for money (virtual or real) or fame. We want to do this to help the community! How can I
help contribute to this? You sure can! Join our Discord or answers to this topic to fix things and/or give us ideas on what to add! NOTE: We have no plans to add fairy souls or collections anytime soon. - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, what's the future of this spreadsheet? Dino-Pack answer: I don't know. For now I'm debating adding fairytale souls and possibly collections (if I'm bored enough to do that.) Yes, I've removed the collections, but I haven't deleted the tab, I just hid it. If I'm brave enough to try again, I haven't lost any progress. I hope to receive suggestions, especially anything that can be useful. I want to the best resource for each SkyBlock user. (I can not use the API because I have no idea how to
code, may try to learn someday. ) Muddlemfin answer: no no Clue. Thank you, Dino Tokut and MurdleMfin. Disloyal - Skyblock Wiki fandom is not accurate at all. It was once pointed out that the legendary Pheonix pet drops from façalotti with a 1/100000 chance and that the legendary Enderman was thrown by fanatics. DinoPackYT Skyblock Wiki fandom is not accurate at all. It
was once pointed out that the legendary Pheonix pet drops from façalotti with a 1/100000 chance and that the legendary Enderman was thrown by fanatics. We didn't take everything from there. The information we used was mostly a list of things to add, such as each bumper set, as an example. Don't worry, we doubled, just like if you took information from Wikipedia. DinoPackYT
Mr_Nobody1166 Bump because it deserves to be recognized. Page 5 Mr_Nobody1166 VojtaProfik So Cool! Thank you for helping this community! Mr_Nobody1166 DinoPackYT I'll face this rn EDIT: Hold on, I just found a bunch of underground objects... I'll add these Mr_Nobody1166 I'll push myself this rn EDIT: Hold, I just found a bunch of Underground ... Will I add these now
You mean the dungeon items in the Dungeon Hub store, or is there more? (I can not remember the name of NPC for the life of me) Thenstrak Din Atik Do you mean the dungeons in the Dungeon Hub store, or is there more? (I can not remember the name of NPC for the life of me) There is more. If you're talking to the blacksmith in the Dungeon Center and select Upgrade items
with substance or whatever, there's a Essence Guide menu. Once you're there, you can see items that can be upgraded with essence. Many of the elements have new dungeon elements. (The name of the store Is Ophelia btt) Mr_Nobody1166 there's more. If you're talking to the blacksmith in the Dungeon Center and select Upgrade items with substance or whatever, there's a
Essence Guide menu. Once you're there, you can see items that can be upgraded with essence. Many of the elements have new dungeon elements. (The name of the store Is Ophelia btt) - Yes, but it is not. Yes, I literally found them about half an hour after I wrote the post, when I decided to investigate Malik (the blacksmith man). Thanks anyway! The spreadsheet (under glowing
blocks) says 100-400 coins. I've received more than that from the glowing blocks many times. If it's just something that's good, I just thought you need to know to (potentially) update that information. DinoPackYT In the spreadsheet (under glowing blocks) is said 100-400 coins. I've received more than that from the glowing blocks many times. If it's just something that's good, I just
thought you need to know to (potentially) update that information. I'm sure it's a little leaky. What is the largest amount of coins you have received? I'm sure it's a little leaky. What is the largest amount of coins, you received? He will have to sift through the screenshots to find out the exact amount from the top of my head, it's 11,423 Edit: that was before the stone update / mascot
update shady path Mr_Nobody1166 Mr_Nobody1166 Hello people of Hypixel! You need to check this spreadsheet. Outbreak Mr_Nobody1166 DinoPackYT Update of Dungeon Data: It will take a very long time until everything will be added. I don't have the best stats myself. MurdochMfin doesn't play that much on SkyBlock, so I'm pretty alone in adding all the new elements. I
mention this because from what I know, a bunch of new things come from the crates you get after a boss. I can only make an entrance and a floor with a good enough performance to get good loot. That means a lot of information won't be assta to me. Not from SkyBlock itself. Luckily, Malik gives me some of the stuff. If anyone can help me, they'il be very appreciated. Not only by
getting information about the items I already need to add, but also ideas about which sections I can add. Thank you to everyone who can help me. Mr_Nobody1166 Update Dungeon Data: It will take a long time for everything to be added. I don't have the best stats myself. MurdochMfin doesn't play that much on SkyBlock, so I'm pretty alone in adding all the new elements. I
mention this because from what I know, a bunch of new things come from the crates you get after a boss. I can only make an entrance and a floor with a good enough performance to get good loot. That means a lot of information won't be assta to me. Not from SkyBlock itself. Luckily, Malik gives me some of the stuff. If anyone can help me, they'il be very appreciated. Not only by
getting information about the items I already need to add, but also ideas about which sections I can add. Thank you to everyone who can help me. I'il document all the items I get from a dungeon. However, the internet is probably your best friend in this scenario, since I do not have this good outfit and I have only played at the entrance twice and floor 1 once. So far, all I've
received as prey is the Dreadlord Sword (launches a skull), rotten armor (which gives resistance to dart repellent, which increases with the full bonus), heavy armor (which with the full set gives you speed for every 50 defenses) and a machine gun bow (which allows you to shoot a lot of arrows per second that handles a percentage of their regular damage). I hope it will help a little!
P.S. Boom DinoPackYT I will document all the items I receive from the dungeons. However, the internet is probably your best friend in this scenario, since I do not have this good outfit and I have only played at the entrance twice and floor 1 once. So far, all I've received as prey is Dreadlord Sword skull), putt armor (which gives shock resistance to arrows, which increases with the
full bonus), heavy armor (which with the full set gives you walking speed every 50 defense), and bow the machine gun (which ability shoots many arrows per second that deal with a percentage of their regular damage). I hope it will help a little! Yes, that helps, thank you! Oh, good! If that's all in the dungeons, it's useful. Thank you very much! Page 6 Mr_Nobody1166 yes, that
helps, thank you! Oh, good! If that's all in the dungeons, it's useful. Thank you very much! I don't think that's all in Dungeons, but I'm glad to help (and boom) your spreadsheet! Mr_Nobody1166 Congratulations on adding underground sy ass to your spreadsheet! This will be very useful. Then Bump DinoPackYT Little Update: Adds the new Ultimate Enchants, working on other
Enchantments EDIT: Oh wait Rejuvinate is the only new one I didn't add. Okay Enchants are done now. Last edit: July 11, 2020 Mr_Nobody1166 Little update: Adds the new Ultimate Enchants, working on another Enchantments EDIT: Oh wait Rejuvinate is the only new one I didn't add. Cool! Good luck to the rest of DinoPackYT cool! Good luck to the rest of the famous bumpers
and bows have been added. Suppose there are no extra bumpers and bows that I don't know about Io. I'm working on the famous swords. Small note: Add dungeons elements for items such as trap, trap diffuser, inflatable jerry, etc. Mr_Nobody1166 All known bumpers and bows have been added. Suppose there are no extra bumpers and bows that I don't know about Io. I'm
working on the famous swords. Small note: Add dungeons elements for items such as trap, trap diffuser, inflatable jerry, etc. Cool! Mr_Nobody1166 Mr_Nobody1166 Mr_Nobody1166 DinoPackYT update v1.2 (Dungeons Hype!) Added (mostly) everything in 0.7.11 and 0.8. That means the new armor, swords and bows. Added the Supreme Omagh, the charmers who have higher
levels, and the Heiress Enjunant. A new person has been added to the Credits tab. Also changed every Reforge, and added the new Reforges. Also add the Reforge Stones section. They added 3 new traders, 2 new special items, new mascots and the new pet t. I think that's it. I hope you like it! If there's anything I missed, call me! Mr_Nobody1166 update v1.2 (Dungeons Hype!)
Added (mostly) everything in 0.7.11 and 0.8. That means the new armor, swords and bows. Added the Supreme Omagh, the charmers who have higher levels, and the Heiress Enjunant. A new person has been added to the Credits tab. Also changed every Reforge, and added the new Reforges. Also add the Reforge Stones section. They added 3 new traders, 2 new special
items, new mascots and the new pet t. I think that's it. I hope you like it! If there's anything I missed, call me! Great, tysm! Mr_Nobody1166 update v1.2 (Dungeons Hype!) Added (mostly) everything in 0.7.11 and 0.8. means the new armor, swords and bows. Added the best, which are higher than and enchaka of Enjunat. A new person has been added to the Credits tab. Also
changed every Reforge, and added the new Reforges. Also add the Reforge Stones section. They added 3 new traders, 2 new special items, new mascots and the new pet t. I think that's it. I hope you like it! If there's anything I missed, call me! You missed one thing - you didn't tell me I was on the caption page! I'm so happy! I just love this spreadsheet, and thank you for
recognizing it. It's a great honor. Thank you very much!!! I'll boom every day (well, I've been anyway, but still, haha). Edit: Now I marked this so I can easily push it. Last edit: Jul 14, 2020 Mr_Nobody1166 time for my daily patronage - hit DinoPackYT missed one thing - did not tell me I was included in the credit page! I'm so happy! I just love this spreadsheet, and thank you for
recognizing it. It's a great honor. Thank you very much!!! I'll boom every day (well, I've been anyway, but still, haha). Edit: Now I marked this so I can easily push it. A lot of secrets that I felt were fair, given your support. DinoPackYT DinoPackYT update: Double check, if I missed all the items, you need to fix THO. He's also working on the reforges and the Reforg Stones. Some lack
information, the Boss's new collections will most likely help, in fact. Page 7 Mr_Nobody1166 Update: Double check, if I missed any items, you need to get better. He's also working on the reforges and the Reforg Stones. Some lack information, the Boss's new collections will most likely help, in fact. All right, great! Then go, Day Boom! I decided to do it later after you shook it.

Mr_Nobody1166 chux_ Mr_Nobody1166 Dino Tokpit, I'm going to wipe it. I also missed the helmet Technoblade received after potato war Lmao DinoPackYT Boom, b.e. I need viewers LmaO XD DinoPackYT New tabs! Rumoth elements (Idea from ZucchiniHorsemen) And right now I added the tab Bosses (Idea from AlphaHusky0213)! Well, that and a few fixes and stuff. Enjoy!
Mr_Nobody1166 New tabs! Rumoth elements (Idea from ZucchiniHorsemen) And right now I added the tab Bosses (Idea from AlphaHusky0213)! Well, that and a few fixes and stuff. Enjoy! - That's great. I was going to do it, but you did my job! Mr_Nobody1166 SomeLogic adaptive roll can be obtained from diamond breasts. I'm not sure about the other pieces, Mr_Nobody1166
night in the woods it's so useful that I like it! Page 8 Mr_Nobody1166 DinoPackYT DinoPackYT If anyone has any suggestions, please let me know, I need to add lmao content Mr_Nobody1166 If anyone has any suggestions, please let me know, you need to add lmao content The only thing I can think about are honestly fabulous souls Collections. Edit: there are the secrets of the
dungeon, but it can be even harder than collections. DinoPackyt The only things I can do are honestly fairy-tale souls and collections. Edit: there are the secrets of the dungeon, but it can be even harder than collections. The secrets of the dungeon wouldn't be so bad because they don't change every second, but the only idea I have to do is video. Fairy souls could work if I ever
had time Mr_Nobody1166 the secrets of the dungeon would not be as bad as collections, because they do not change every second, but the only idea I have to do will be video. Mr_Nobody1166 dungeon secrets won't be so bad because they don't change every second, but the only idea I have to do will be video. Fairy souls can work, if I ever have time to tell you what, I will
make the fairy part of the soul of the spreadsheet, since it is simple and monotonous, which will be easy for me, and you can do whatever else you want. Deal? DinoPackYT tell you what, I will make the fairy soul part of the spreadsheet, as it is simple and monotonous, which will be easy for me, and you can do whatever else you want. Deal? Tempting, I like the idea. I'll probably
have to find a dungeon team that's ready to throw on the track, so I can get a video of the secret Mr_Nobody1166 tempting, I like the idea. I'll probably have to find a dungeon team that's ready to throw on the track so I can get a video of Tho's secrets yes, OK. I don't care what you're working on, but secrets are what's being asked right now. Page 9 PIG5TY cool, but less 7 is
located in a certain underground room, sold for 25,000,000 coins. Mr_Nobody1166 Isn't that what's been said? EDIT: No. Funny, I'm fixing it now! And I'm recording videos so there don't have to be pictures. Dino, I did it. I have a complete list of all the hugs after 7/11, including the mythical stone ones I missed. This could be the first one? I don't know, but I don't know.
Mr_Nobody1166 I did. I have a complete list of all the hugs after 7/11, including the mythical stone ones I missed. This could be the first one? I don't know, but I don't know. Nice! BTT, I've made good progress on the souls of fairies. All the documents are documented except Jerry and End's workshop, but I have to make a video for everyone except the Village and wildlife. Dino,
Toko, Nice! BTT, I've made good progress on the souls of fairies. All the documents are documented except Jerry and End's workshop, but I have to make a video for everyone except the Village and wildlife. Nice! I'm still working on getting a dungeon team to help me with the secret deejyvrp Mr_Nobody1166 I'm happy about it! I'm currently working on a new fairy shower for him
with dungeon hub's new fairy souls too, and I'm almost done. Edit: I love this thing, so I and now I'm contributing to it. Mr_Nobody1166'm happy about that! I'm currently working on a new fairy shower for him with dungeon hub's new fairy souls too, and I'm almost done. Edit: I love this thing, so I hit it, and now I'm contributing to it. uneven paths are irritating, and most strokes are
the same except this one! Page 10 DinoPackYT started work on adding new items DinoPackYT I think I added all the new elements from floor 4. I'll double check, although DinoPackYT I'm starting to work on adding the Essence store very soon. DinoPackYT Mr_Nobody1166 progress report on fairy souls; I still have to record most of the video, but I'il do it in two weeks. I'm sorry
about the long wait. Their DinoPackYT will just hit this really fast DinoPackYT fairy-tale souls incorrectly right now, not sure when it will be finished. I have marked the wrong souls on the page Mr_Nobody1166 fairy souls inaccurately right now, I'm not sure when it will be finished. On the pages of those with a hub? I'm sorry, I just got back from vacation, so I'm a little late. Page 11
Mr_Nobody1166 fairy-tale souls at an inaccurate time, I'm not sure when it will be completed. I marked the wrong souls on the OK page, tomorrow I'il remake them, I hope... I found a new manual to speed things up for me... I wish I'd waited a few weeks to start the stupid fairy souls now! BTT, I'm glad you're making collections now! Mr_Nobody1166 fairy souls at the wrong time, I
don't know when it's going to be finished. I marked the wrong souls on the OK page, started working on them. I've already edited village, but I haven't checked the rest of the center yet. Thank you! - No, no, no, no, DinoPackYT Mr_Nobody1166 DinoPackYT I would like to have more content that I could add to the spreadsheet right now, only the collections and fairy souls tbh Lmao
If anyone has any suggestions, please let me know! I'd be happy to add something! Mr_Nobody1166 I would like to have more content that I could add to the spreadsheet right now, only the collections and fairy souls tbh Lmao If anyone has any suggestions, please let me know! I'd be happy to add something! The only thing I can think of is dungeon secrets, so I can't help you. I
am sorry! If I think of anything, I'il let you know. - No, no, no, no, no, I could help make the list of fairy souls if necessary... DinoPackYT I can help to make a list of fairy souls if necessary... Thanks for the offer! Mr_Nobody1166 make the original list, but because the souls of the 75 Hub are incorrect (and the missing Jerry workshop souls) any help is appreciated! If you have
contention, you can hand me there, it's easier to talk there tbh hgoma Lvnnia Thanks for the offer! Mr_Nobody1166 make the original list, but because the souls of 75 Hub Incorrect (and missing Jerry workshop souls) any help is appreciated! If you have I there, it's easier to talk there tbh to have Discord, what is yours? Mr_Nobody1166 can't help make the list of fairy souls if
necessary... - Great! I'm still working on it, but only the ones left in Jerry's shop. I double-checked the wrong ones, and they're good. Those from the village are ready to be executed after the @Dino-Pack has the time. Mr_Nobody1166 Here's a report on the progress of fairy-tale souls. All chapters are repaired, and Jerry's service will be ready on Sunday. The Coliseum and the
village were the main ones out of place, but I checked them all. Thanks for checking this spreadsheet! Edit: also, the fairy souls of the Cemetery were also different, but it is also fixed. Last edit: August 21, 2020 DinoPackYT Here is a report on the progress of fairy souls. All chapters are repaired, and Jerry's service will be ready on Sunday. The Coliseum and the village were the
main ones out of place, but I checked them all. Thanks for checking this spreadsheet! Edit: also, the fairy souls of the Cemetery were also different, but it is also fixed. Ah, perfect. You'll probably add them to the spreadsheet soon Page 12 Mr_Nobody1166 a report on the progress of fairy-tale souls: the spreadsheet is full! I graduated from Jerry's Workshop and i'm working on the
video. Thank you @Dino-package for creating a spreadsheet and allow me to contribute, and thank you Hypixel community, for your support of this spreadsheet. Mr_Nobody1166 DinoPackYT DinoPackYT DinoPackYT I realized that you do not add the pet spirit, so I just did. DinoChan I'm relatively new to the skyblock and this spreadsheet is what I was looking for. Thank you!
Bumperydoos for you Mr_Nobody1166 I'm relatively new to skyblock and this spreadsheet was what I was looking for. Thank you! Busterdow for you, Cool! I'm so glad it helped you. This, in my opinion, is the best resource for Hypixel SkyBlock on the Internet. And just to tell you the truth, all the fairy-tale souls are up to date, so if you want to find all of them, this is the best place,
unless you want to watch the new TimeDeo video clip. If you have any suggestions for new ideas, @Dino-Pack and it will most likely add it to the list. Thanks for checking this out! Dino Chan! I'm so glad it helped you. This, in my opinion, is the best resource for Hypixel SkyBlock on the Internet. And just to tell you the truth, all the fairy-tale souls are up to date, so if you want to find
all of them, this is the best place, unless you want to watch the new TimeDeo video clip. If you have any suggestions for new ideas, @Dino-Pack and it will most likely add it to the list. Thanks for checking this out! I will, (I started now) definitely use this guide to find the fairy souls because my better laptop (12gb ddr3) screen is broken (and I'm too broken to fix) and now I'm stuck
with it (3gb ddr2) one. And can not handle YouTube and every game at the same time. For all these things, I have different statistics and abilities. And dungeons also (I have not tried) I do not know what to do rn. . Mr_Nobody1166 will, (I started now) definitely use this guide to find the fairy souls because my better laptop (12gb ddr3) screen is broken (and I'm too broken to fix it)
and now I'm stuck with this old (3gb ddr2) one. And can not handle YouTube and every game at the same time. For all these things, I have different statistics and abilities. And dungeons also (I have not tried) I do not know what to do rn. . I'il work on the armor. I looked at your statistics on Sky Lea, and the main thing that stands out is that you still have a bumper labir and that you
have an aspect of the end (AOTE) only in Battle 11. That tells me you bought an AOT, probably for a profit on your snow stick. Considering you have a T6 diamond minion, you should soon be able to get a hard diamond armor, which is definitely something I'd work towards. Once you have reached combat 12 and are able to go to the end, work to obtain Ender Armor, which can
be obtained by killing loads from endermen or AH. The best recovery is Clean until you need a crooked chance. I also think work needs to be done to get more mascots. Here is a list of mascots currently in the game from the easiest to get; The best revisions are a mix of strength and injury, but itching is also good. I would also work to increase the damage to your AOT. You can
do this with books with hot potato and all the good swords (listed here: . I also recommend reformulating AOTA at Sharp for maximum chance. Fairy souls are extremely important for advancing the game, so those that need to be processed as well. You have already expressed an interest in doing this, so this is just a reminder. Finally, work on your average qualification; I
recommend leveling the playing field and then the rest of your skills. After all, you have to work on these things: Armor-armored weapons Fairy of the Souls of Guns I hope it helped! DinoChan, I'm going to work for better armor. I looked at your statistics on Sky Lea, and the main thing that stands out is that you still have a bumper labir and that you have an aspect of the end
(AOTE) only in Battle 11. That tells me you bought an AOT, probably for a profit on your snow stick. Considering you have a T6 diamond minion, you should soon be able to get a hard diamond armor, which is definitely something I'd work towards. Once you reach battle 12 and are able to go to the end, work for of Ender Armor, which can be by killing loads from endermen or NAL.
The best recovery is Clean until you need a crooked chance. I also think work needs to be done to get more mascots. Here is a list of mascots currently in the game from the easiest to get; The best revisions are a mix of strength and injury, but itching is also good. I would also work to increase the damage to your AOT. You can do this with books with hot potato and all the good
swords (listed here: . I also recommend reformulating AOTA at Sharp for maximum chance. Fairy souls are extremely important for advancing the game, so those that need to be processed as well. You have already expressed an interest in doing this, so this is just a reminder. Finally, work on your average qualification; I recommend leveling the playing field and then the rest of
your skills. After all, you have to work on these things: Armor-armored weapons Fairy of the Souls of Guns I hope it helped! Thanks for the advice. I'm going to start getting on Battle XII so I can go to the end and get ender armor so I can skip the hard diamond. By the way, I bazaar flip to make money and recently sold a snow minion t11 for 850k, which I bought on t1 for 350k. I
think it's better for now until I get all the fairy-tale souls (which I started to get), so I have a little mildew. Last modification date: 18.08.2020 Mr_Nobody1166 for the advice. I'm going to start getting on Battle XII so I can go to the end and get ender armor so I can skip the hard diamond. By the way, I bazaar flip to make money and recently sold a snow minion t11 for 850k, which I
bought on t1 for 350k. I think it's better for now until I get all the fairy-tale souls (which I started to get), so I have a little mildew. Thanks for listening to my advice. Page 13 DinoChan Can you teach me how to make a god book and put it on my AOTE and make it 0 an anth anus used if possible? Thanks Mr_Nobody1166 Can you teach me how to make a god book and put it on my
AOTE and make it 0 an anus used if possible? Thanks to this there will be no an an an anthings, you basically add a lower version of a fascination book to fascination before adding it. For example, if you have a book of god that you want to put 0 anvil used before you add it to your sword and it has, say, sharpness 5, then add sharpness 4 to it, and it will reset the anvil used. Then
you can add it to your sword for very few charming levels. DinoChan To make it zero an anusced uses, basically add a lower version of the book charm, to add it. For example, if you have a book of god that you want to put 0 an anus before you add it to your sword and it has, say, sharpness 5, then add sharpness 4 to it, and it it to restore the use used by the anvil. Then you can
add it to your sword for very few charming levels. will remain 0 uses when I apply it to my gear? Dino, pack up! if something is missing / wrong, or you have an idea for this spreadsheet, let me know! DinoChan And, Can you restore an anus used already enchanted items? Mr_Nobody1166 Zaqoya boom, it's really useful and I still use it from time to time DinoPackYT ohTeq very
useful! thanks Page 14 DinoChan I have a suggestion. Can you do it so that pets are in their category? Like putting in the pet section? DinoChan DinoChan Rqdiation Hi! Me and MurdleMuffin have been working hard for many months to bring you this spreadsheet. We know Megit made such a list. However, it is quite public that it is not updated, and will not be for the foreseeable
future. Access him! This is version 1.2 of the sheet! The update is called Dungeon Hype! It has all the new dungeon elements and Reforge update stuff. (Mostly.) -I think so. What will I find in this spreadsheet? We can answer that! You'll find everything from external connections, weapons and their upgrades, accessories, bumpers, pets, tools, vendors and much more! See the
Overview tab for a list of everything,Will this sheet be updated? To! I don't see us leaving the game for a while, so it's going to stay relevant for a while. How do we know if everything is valid? We take information directly from the game, as well as other accurate sources, such as SkyBlock Wiki. Can I use the information for this sheet? To! The only thing we want is for you to
connect us/credit.bg. Yes, we know that this is public information that is in the game, so in general we do not care what you do, as long as you do not create the entire sheet in the letter. Why was this sheet created? Let's help the community! We don't do this for money (virtual or real) or fame. We want to do this to help the community! How can I help contribute to this? You sure
can! Join our Discord or answers to this topic to fix things and/or give us ideas on what to add! NOTE: We have no plans to add fairy souls or collections anytime soon. - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, what's the future of this spreadsheet? Dino-Pack answer: I don't know. For now I'm debating adding fairy-tale souls and possibly collections
(if I'm bored enough to do that.) Yes, I've removed the collections, but I haven't deleted the tab, I just hid it. If I'm brave enough to try again, I haven't lost any progress. I hope you will suggestions, especially anything that can be useful. I want to make the best resource for every SkyBlock user. (I can not use the API because I have no idea how to code, may try to learn someday. )
Murdoch replied: 'I have no idea. Idea. ~ DinoPac and Murddolphin. Discord - forget artifact treasures Mr_Nobody1166 DinoPackYT Icelaserx29 Page 15 is it possible to print for reference? I do not have a phone, so it is difficult to invoke at any time Mr_Nobody1166 is it possible to print it for reference? I do not have a phone, so it is difficult to invoke at any time You can print it by
clicking on a file, then go to Print. However, you will need to print each page separately. Is DinoPackYT possible to print for reference? I don't have a phone, so it's hard to relate anytime Sorry, but we have it set so you can't copy it because we don't want people to steal everything. It's not something I can change, in fact, Mr_Nobody1166 There's just a lot of information we need to
add, so be patient. The team here consists of only about five people, so it can be a little difficult to update it quickly. If you want to help, please join the disagreements. Thank you! TgamerJB, if I'm not stupid, it's not a mayor. Page 16 Mr_Nobody1166 This has not been updated with the Fishing Festival, has it? Or do I have an old version? No, it is not. It will be completed at some
point, but there is a lot of content coming and it can be difficult to find accurate information about the new elements in such a small period of time. Personally, I'm not working on it, and I haven't actually participated in the festival. No, bro, I don't want to lick my auteurs or my Jerry Pet! I like to shoot the armor. This hasn't been updated with the fishing festival, has it? Or do I have an
old version? The information is still very, very new, and there's a lot of it. And starting school doesn't help. There is only a lot of information we need to add, so please be patient. The team here consists of only about five people, so it can be a little difficult to update it quickly. If you want to help, please join the disagreements. Thank you! Exactly, also the team is only 3 people no, it
is not. It will be completed at some point, but there is a lot of content coming and it can be difficult to find accurate information about the new elements in such a small period of time. Personally, I'm not working on it, and I haven't actually participated in the festival. Namely, too much information is not enough time. a_s12 had a few things to add, so I'm just throwing it here. @DinoPackages Bosses, row 31. (Source) ThornDungeons (Floor 4)300,000 (4 shots with Spirit Bow)Calls on spiritual animals to damage the player, as well as Spirit Bear (5'000'000 HP), which falls on Spirit Bow, used to damage Thorn.Spirit Bone, Spirit Wing, Spirit Boots, Spirit Sword, Spirit Bow, Spirit Pet Fishing Festival Accessories. (Source: Vicky) Isn't it better? Accessory
nameContainingAttainable? RequirementsPublic 1 Shark 2 strength, +5% chance to get shark teethS heiress (8 shark fins, 1 Nurse Shark tooth)Yes-WickedYesDull Shark tooth 4 strength, +10% chance to get shark teethNaste (chunky shark tooth necklace, 4 Sister Shark tooth)Yes rare shark health, 15% chance of getting shark dunking (D Shark Y, Tooth necklaces 4 Blue Shark
Tooth)Yes-EpicYes Weak shark tooth 8 strength, + 20% chance to get shark teethCrafting (shark tooth necklace, 4 Tiger shark tooth) Yes legendaryNoRazor sharp shark tooth necklace10 strength, 25% chance to get shark teethcrafting (Sharp tooth shark, 4 Great white tooth shark)Yes- Fishing caring. (Source) The legendaryRod of Sea100 damageFinal (1 stick of legends, 4
Great White Tooth Shark, 4 Enchanted Shark Fins)-2275%increases the catch rate of sea creatures by 7% I would also like to say that E13 in this section called the rod of champions champion stick. Lures. (Source) WickedShark BaitCrafting (2 Shark Fins) - + 15% chance of catching sharks during the DinoPackYT Fishing Festival There were some things to add, so I'm just
throwing it here. @Dino-Packages Bosses, row 31. (Source) ThornDungeons (Floor 4)300,000 (4 shots with Spirit Bow)Calls on spiritual animals to damage the player, as well as Spirit Bear (5'000'000 HP), which falls on Spirit Bow, used to damage Thorn.Spirit Bone, Spirit Wing, Spirit Boots, Spirit Sword, Spirit Bow, Spirit Pet Fishing Festival Accessories. (Source: Vicky) Isn't it
better? Accessory nameContainingAttainable? RequirementsOften shark tooth necklaces2 strength, +5% chance to get shark teethNaste (8 shark fins, 1 Nurse Shark Tooth)Yes-Wicked-Wicked SharkGloss 4, 10% chance to get a shark toothCrafting (Boring Shark Tooth Necklace, 4 Nurse Shark Tooth)Yes-Rare Honesed Shark Necklace6 strength, +15% chance to get a shark
tooth (Dull Shark Tooth Necklaces, 4 Blue Shark Tooth)Yes-EpicYesLess shark tooth 8 strength, +20% chance to get shark teethCrafting (shark tooth necklace, 4 Tiger shark tooth) Yes legendaryNoRazor sharp shark tooth necklace10 strength, 25% chance to get shark teethcrafting (Sharp shark tooth tooth, 4 Great white tooth shark)Yes- Fishing caring. (Source) The
legendaryRod of Sea100 damageFinal (1 stick of legends, 4 Great White Tooth Shark, 4 Enchanted Shark Fins)-2275%increases the catch rate of sea creatures by 7% I would also like to say that E13 in this section called the rod of champions champion stick. Lures. (Source) WickedShark BaitCrafting (2 shark fins) - + 15% chance to catch sharks during the festival of fishing cool!
Thanks, it makes things a lot easier, but it hasn't come out yet, so the information may be inaccurate. We try to add things here as soon as they arrive, so the information will be correct. I can't travel into the future and tell Dino that Uncon will have Health. Mr_Nobody1166 f5 is coming out soon, so you might want to update this with the rest of the F5 Yay, more @Dino-Pack content
to work on! However, my guess is that mayoral elections will take precedence until more information appears on the internet via F5. I wish I could help with the workload; Unfortunately, I'm not late enough to get information about things like Great White Shark Armor, Legendary Griffin Pets, and the new F5 boss. I hope I can contribute soon enough. a_s12 Yay, more content
@Dino-Pack to work on! However, my guess is that mayoral elections will take precedence until more information appears on the internet via F5. I wish I could help with the workload; Unfortunately, I'm not late enough to get information about things like Great White Shark Armor, Legendary Griffin Pets, and the new F5 boss. I hope I can contribute soon enough. most things are on
the wiki. u just have to take it from there and put it in the spreadsheet. give it as a week and there should be enough. as, besides the small details, most of the boss fight and how it works is already there: Wiki DinoPackYT f5 comes out soon, so u can just update this with the rest of f5 yes, but keep in mind 0.9 already gave me a lot to do, and small not very well documented spots
like dungeons take some time. It hasn't expired yet, so the information may be inaccurate. We try to add things here as soon as they arrive, so the information will be correct. I can't travel into the future and tell Dino that Uncann will have endless health. ^^ Minus the part about not being out yet (since writing this, that's) Dungeon info is hard to get fast as I'm close enough to
document each of them. Yay, more content @Dino-Pack to work on! However, my guess is that mayoral elections will take precedence until more information appears on the internet via F5. I wish I could help with the workload; Unfortunately, I'm not late enough to get information about things like Great White Shark Armor, Legendary Griffin Pets, and the new F5 boss. I hope I can
contribute soon enough. It definitely focuses on the work of the municipal center and the mayor's work. this information is easy to get, since most items are displayed in the default recipe book. Don't worry about not helping most things is on the wiki. u just have to take it from there and put it in the spreadsheet. give it as a week and there should be enough. Like, apart from the
small details, most of the boss's battles and how it works is already there: Wiki Wiki Wiki is not a good source for things dungeon keys are not documented there finally I checked. Most of us who edit this spreadsheet are not very experienced in the game, such as how I am only in rn. If you have information, you can dm Dino or me and we can add it. Mr_Nobody1166 most things
are on the wiki. u just have to take it from there and put it in the spreadsheet. give it as a week and there should be enough. Like, apart from the small details, most of the boss battles and how it works is already there: Wiki Wiki Wiki is incredibly inaccurate in the past, as anyone can go out there and say something. I'm sure most of it is true, but I still don't have much confidence in
it. If you have any information, you can simply let us know. It definitely focuses on the work of the municipal center and the mayor's work. this information is easy to get, since most items are displayed in the default recipe book. Don't worry, you're not helping well. Most of us who edit this spreadsheet are not very experienced in the game, such as how I am only in rn. If you have
any information, you can put it in ediscord or DM Dino or me and we can add it. Can I have Amen? In extreme seriousness, though, it's a pity how right you are. a_s12 Wiki is incredibly inaccurate in the past, as anyone can say something. I'm sure most of it is true, but I still don't have much confidence in it. If you have any information, you can simply let us know. idk for drops BC I
have not yet beaten him, but I got to the boss's stage, and wiki for Livid is right. He has 7m health, and has multiple copies of himself, each of which has 7m health. you have to kill the right one to win. Mr_Nobody1166 bc drops I have not yet beaten him, but I got to the boss's stage, and the wiki for Livid is right. He has 7m health, and has multiple copies of himself, each of which
has 7m health. you have to kill the right one to win. Health is not the problem. It is not difficult to make the boss's room and look at him and his clone ''his'' health bar' Problems are the drops mainly, since for this are the majority of the questions; not how much health the boss has. And since the majority of the community hasn't beaten it, especially since it came out yesterday, the
wiki probably doesn't have everything, nor does it have 100% accurate information. Thanks for the information though! DinoPackYT wiki is incredibly inaccurate in the past, as anyone can say something. I'm sure most of it is true, but I still don't have much confidence in it. If you have any information, you can simply let us know. This has led to some lack of information or
misinformation in the past, especially about Dungeons, so I stay away from the underground content wiki from now on. idk for drops BC I have not yet beaten him, but I got to the boss's stage, and wiki for Livid is right. He has 7m health, and has multiple copies of himself, each of which has 7m health. you have to kill the right one to win. Idk for drops BC I haven't beaten it yet it's
exactly and fighting mechanics are not the hard thing to get. It's the drops. Health is not the problem. It is not difficult to make the boss's room and look at him and his clone ''his'' health bar' Problems are the drops mainly, since for this are the majority of the questions; not how much health the boss has. And since the majority of the community hasn't beaten it, especially since it
came out yesterday, the wiki probably doesn't have everything, nor does it have 100% accurate information. Thanks for the information though! Mr_Nobody1166 17 Now he's recruiting for a boom team! Perks: Unknown Tutorial: Hit this thread make a convoy with me to join! Mr_Nobody1166 Mr_Nobody1166
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